A punchline that's punch
- Desperately needed place

- Selecting such a forum

New to model skills

Improving our resources

Here today, gone tomorrow
- All directions you point the only answer is
- Error, error! Only the process of

December national meeting, in the city

Six months in, and

Nothing but

A birthday party! And, all planning

[Drawing]

Accordingly, no maximum plan (apart)

A sound,

Next, observe

It's totally illegal, and they're all asleep.

'1: I'm not here

'1: Info slogan

'1: Game theory

'1: How to teach

'1: Draw, speak

'1: Good luck, brother

'1: GAME THEORY
- Competition theory
- Mechanism design
- Social decision theory
- Voting games and auctions
- Ex-ante sure payoffs, regretful play
- Strategic games

If you win or lose in 2,